
SKID STEER ATTACHMENTS
NEW!

   

GREYWOLF™
All GreyWolf™ products are made 
in the USA for the best possible 
quality at K&M Manufacturing Co. 
in Renville, MN.

GreyWolf™ Attachments are built 
using top-grade USA steel to bring 
you durability and the highest 
quality product.

Our promise to your is to deliver 
reliable and quality products. 
Every time you order.

CONTACT

PHONE:    (800) 822-0295
EMAIL:    sales@gnedi.com
WEBSITE:    www.gnedi.com/greywolf

ROCK DEVIL
#1051

STUMP BUCKET
#1062

DOUBLE QUICK 
ATTACH GRAPPLE

#1066

2" RECEIVER 
HITCH
#1061

BACKHOE
#1065

TREE PULLER
#1067



ROCK DEVIL
Remove rocks with minimal ground disturbance 
using the power of your skid steer. Better 
visibility and maneuverability than similar 3 point 
mounted pieces of equipment. Primarily used for 
removing rocks.

#1051

3" Bore x 8" Stroke

5/16" Thick Steel

5/8" Thick Tines x 3/8"

CYLINDERS

QUICK-ATTACH PLATE

TINES & WEB GUSSETING

2" RECEIVER HITCH PLATE
#1061

This universal quick-attach plate is designed to easily 
move trailers or other towable implements using 
a 2" trailer hitch and the power of your skid steer. 
Primarily used for moving trailers. CNC laser cut for 
precision. Lateral and diagonal receiver stiffeners for 
added rigidity.

1/4" Thick Steel

5/16" Thick Steel

3,500 Lbs

RECEIVERS

QUICK-ATTACH PLATE

MAX LIFT Capacity

STUMP BUCKET
#1062

This universal quick-attach plate is designed to easily 
dig out stubborn rocks and stumps using the power 
of your skid steer. Used for prying up stumps, old 
fence posts, removing sidewalks and asphalt, and 
more.

Serrated Edges

5/16" Thick Steel

202 Lbs

CONSTRUCTION

QUICK-ATTACH PLATE

WEIGHT
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BACKHOE

DOUBLE QUICK-ATTACH GRAPPLE

Designed for earth excavation using the power 
of your skid steer. Primarily used for excavating, 
land clearing, landscaping, demolition, 
construction, grounds maintenance, and more.

#1065

#1066

This mounted grapple will attach to most buckets 
allowing for easy pick up and maneuvering of brush, 
debris, and other items you’re looking to transport or 
load using the power of your skid steer. 

12" W

2" Bore x 6" Stroke

6' 8"

5/8" Thick x 3/8"

3,500 PSI

3,000 PSI

BUCKET

Cylinders

MAX DIGGING DEPTH

TINES X WEB GUSSETING

MAX PRESSURE

MAX PRESSURE

TREE PULLER
#1067

This attachment is designed for removing trees and 
posts using the power of your skid steer.

9"

3" Bore x 8" Stroke

3,500 PSI

max diameter

cylinder

max pressure
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